Winter Tire Listing – November, 2019: Many tires can be suitable for winter driving, some of which may not be included on this list. This list shows Tire and Rubber Association of Canada’s (TRAC) member brands of tires with the “mountain/snowflake symbol” that are marketed for winter use only.

BF Goodrich
- Winter Slalom KSI
- Winter T/A KSI
- Commercial T/A Traction

Bridgestone
- Blizzak DM-V2
- Blizzak LM001
- Blizzak LM001 RFT
- Blizzak LM-500
- Blizzak LM-25 RFT
- Blizzak LM-25 4X4 RFT
- Blizzak LM-25 4X4 MOE
- Blizzak LM-25-1 RFT
- Blizzak LM-32
- Blizzak LM-32 EXT
- Blizzak LM-32 MOE
- Blizzak LM-50 RFT
- Blizzak LM-60 RFT
- Blizzak LM-80
- Blizzak LM-80 EVO
- Blizzak LM-80 RFT
- Blizzak LT
- Blizzak MZ03 RFT
- Blizzak W965
- Blizzak WS-70
- Blizzak WS- 80
- Blizzak WS- 90

Continental
- ContiIceContact
- ContiWinterContact TS760
- ContiWinterContact TS790
- ContiWinterContact TS800
- ContiWinterContact TS810
- ContiWinterContact TS810S
- ContiWinterContact TS830P
- ContiWinterContact TS860S
- Conti4X4WinterContact
- Conti4X4IceContact
- ContiExtremeWinterContact
- ContiCrossContactWinter
- ContiVancoWinterContact
- ContiVancoViking
- ContiVikingContact3
- ContiWinterViking
- WinterContact SI
- WinterContact SI Plus
- WinterContact TS850P
- VancoWinter 2
- Vancontact Winter
- VikingContact 7

Cooper
- Artic Claw Winter TXI
- Artic Claw Winter XSI
- Avalanche RT
- Avalanche X-Treme
- Evolution Winter
- Motomaster Total Terrain W/T
- Motomaster Winter Edge
- Dean Wintercat SST
- Dean Wintercat XT
- Discoverer True North
- Discoverer M&S
- Starfire RS-W 5.0
- Starfire RS-W 7.0
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**Dunlop**
- Grandtrek SJ5 (P)
- Grandtrek SJ6
- Grandtrek WTM3 (P)
- Grdtrek WTM3 DSSTROF
- SP Winter Sport 3D
- SP Winter Sport 4D
- SP Winter Spt 3D ROF
- SP Winter Spt 4D NST
- SP Winter Spt 4D ROF
- Winter Maxx
- Winter Maxx 2
- Winter Maxx ROF
- Winter Maxx SJ8
- Winter Sport 5 SUV
- Winter Sport M3
- Winter Sport M3 DSST
- DUN SP LT 60
- DSX DSST ROF

**Firestone**
- Firehawk PVS
- Winterforce 2
- Winterforce 2 UV
- Winterforce CV
- Winterforce LT

**General**
- Altimax Arctic
- Altimax Arctic 12
- Grabber Arctic
- Grabber Arctic LT

**Gislaved**
- NordFrost C
- NordFrost 5
- NordFrost 100
- NordFrost 200

**GT Radial**
- Champiro IcePro
- Champiro IcePro SUV
- Champiro IcePro2
- IcePro3
- IcePro SUV3
- Champiro WinterPro HP
- Champiro WinterPro2
- Savero WT
- Maxmiler WT-1000

**Falken**
- Espia EPZ II
- Espia EPZ II SUV
- EuroWinter HS449
- Winterpeak F-ICE 1
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**Goodyear**
- Cargo Ultra Grip 2
- Eagle Enforcer Winter
- Eagle Ultra Grip GW2
- Eagle Ultra Grip GW3
- Eagle Ultra Grip GW3 ROF
- Ultra Grip Ice
- Ultra Grip Ice +
- Ultra Grip Performance 2
- Ultra Grip SUV ROF
- Ultra Grip+ SUV 4x4
- Ultra Grip Winter
- Ultra Grip 8 Performance
- Ultra Grip Perf ROF
- Ultra Grip Ice WRT
- Ultra Grip Ice WRT LT
- Ultra Grip Performance Gen
- Winter Command

**Kelly**
- Kelly Winter Access

**Kumho**
- WinterCraft WP51
- WinterCraft WP71
- WinterCraft WP72
- WinterCraft SUV WS71
- WinterCraft Ice SUV WS51
- WinterCraft Ice Wi31
- I*Zen KW31
- WinterCraft SUV WS31
- I*Zen Power Grip KC11

**Maxxis**
- Arctic Trekker SP-02
- Arctic Trekker WP-05
- NP3
- NP5
- NS3
- NS5
- Presa SUV SS-01

**Hankook**
- Hankook Winter i*cept evo2 (W320)
- Hankook Winter i*cept iZ2 (W616)
- Hankook Winter i*Pike RS (W419)
- Hankook Winter i*Pike (W409)
- Hankook i*Pike RW11 (RW11)
- Hankook Winter i*Pike LT (RW09)
- Hankook iPike RSV (PW71)
- Laufenn I FIT Ice (LW71)
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### Michelin
- Alpin A4
- Agilis Alpin
- Latitude Alpin
- Latitude Alpin HP
- Latitude Alpin LA2
- Latitude X-Ice Xi2
- LTX Winter
- Pilot Alpin PA4
- Pilot Alpin 5
- Pilot Alpin 5 SUV
- X-Ice Xi3
- Primacy Alpin PA3

### Nexen
- WinGuard ICE
- WinGuard ICE SUV
- WinGuard Snow’G WH2
- WinGuard Sport
- WinGuard Sport 2
- Winguard SUV
- WinGuard WinSpike
- WinGuard WinSpike SUV
- WinGuard WinSpike WH62
- WinGuard WinSpike WS62
- Winguard WT1

### Nokian Tyres
- Hakkapeliitta 8
- Hakkapeliitta 8 SUV
- Hakkapeliitta 9
- Hakkapeliitta 9 SUV
- Hakkapeliitta C3
- Hakkapeliitta CR3
- Hakkapeliitta LT 2
- Hakkapeliitta R2
- Hakkapeliitta R2 SUV
- Hakkapeliitta R3
- Hakkapeliitta R3 SUV
- Nordman 7
- Nordman 7 SUV

### Pirelli
- Scorpion Ice & Snow
- Scorpion Winter
- Winter Ice Zero FR
- Winter 190 Snowcontrol Serie 3
- Winter 210 Snowcontrol Serie 3
- Winter 210 Sottozero Serie II
- Winter 210 Sottozero
- Winter 240 Sottozero
- Winter 240 Sottozero Serie II
- Winter 270 Sottozero Serie II
- Winter Sottozero 3
- Winter 240 Snowsport
- Cinturato Winter
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Sumitomo
- Sumitomo Ice Edge

Toyo
- Enscribe CSi-1
- Observe Garit KX
- Observe GSi5
- Observe G3-ICE
- Observe GSi-6 HP
- Open Country WLT-1

Uniroyal
- TigerPaw Ice & Snow 3
- TigerPaw Ice & Snow II
- Laredo HD/T

Yokohama
- IceGuard G075
- IceGuard IG53
- BluEarth V905